BERNARD CHERNOS CONTEST MARKING RUBRIC
Categories
Level 4
Knowledge/Understanding

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

Identification of parties,
interests, rights and freedoms
at issue in scenario

Student demonstrates
high degree of insight
into all potential (and
not just obvious or
generalized) parties
affected by proposed
measure as well as
each party’s rights and
freedoms at issue

Student identifies all
parties affected by
proposed measure
and describes each
party’s rights and
freedoms at issue

Student identifies all
parties affected by
proposed measure
and alludes to each
party’s rights and
freedoms at issue

Student shows
limited
understanding of the
parties affected by
the proposed
measure as well as
each party’s rights
and freedoms at
issue

Analysis of the debate

Student demonstrates
high degree of insight
and sensitivity toward
all parties’ interests
and a deep
appreciation for the
conflict between them

Student
demonstrates equal
and considerable
understanding of all
parties’ interests
and appreciation for
the conflict
between them

Student shows
understanding of
some of the parties’
interests, and some
appreciation of the
conflict between
them

Evaluation of each side of
debate and position adopted

Evaluation of parties’
interests is clear,
balanced and insightful
and forms solid basis
for position adopted

Evaluation of
parties’ interests is
clear and balanced
and forms
comprehensive
basis for position
adopted

Evaluation of
parties’ interests is
sometimes clear
and balanced and
forms some
comprehensive
basis for position
adopted

Student
demonstrates
unequal and/or
limited
understanding of
parties’ interests and
limited
understanding of the
conflict between
them

Organization and sense of
purpose

Essay is highly
organized and shows
insightful reasoning
that leads to
comprehensive
conclusion

Essay is organized,
easy to follow and
position adopted is
consistent
throughout

Essay shows some
organization but is
difficult to follow at
times and/or
position taken is
inconsistent

Essay shows limited
organization and
reasoning is difficult
to follow throughout

Tone and style

Essay is highly
persuasive and
demonstrates high
levels of written
advocacy skills and
fairness

Essay includes many
good points and it is
considerably
persuasive

Essay has some
good points and is
persuasive
inconsistently

Essay demonstrates
limited advocacy for
position taken
and/or limited
fairness toward other
position(s)

Use of original thought

High degree of original
thought is used to
reason through the
scenario

Original thought is
used to reason
through the
scenario

Some original
thought is used to
reason through the
scenario

Limited original
thought is used and
student relies heavily
on external sources

Use of external resources

Student properly
references all external
sources and quotations
used

Student references
external sources
inconsistently

Student references
few or none of the
external sources and
quotations used

Thinking/Inquiry

Evaluation of parties’
interests is confusing
or skewed and
weakens the
reasoning behind the
position adopted

Communication

Application

Student references
most of the external
sources and
quotations used

